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Abstract-  

Obstacle avoidance is one of the most important aspects of mobile robotics. Without it, robot movement would be restrictive and fragile. Third project propose 

robotic vehicle that has an intelligence built in it such that it directs itself whenever an obstacle comes in its path. So, to protect the robot from any physical damages. 

This can be designed to build an obstacle avoidance robot vehicle using ultrasonic sensor for its movement .A microcontroller (ATmega 328p) is used to achieve 

the desired operation. An ultrasonic sensor is used to detect any obstacle ahead of it and sends a command to the microcontroller.[4] 
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Introduction:  

Robotics is part of Todays communication. In today’s world ROBOTICS is fast growing and interesting field. It is simplest way for latest technology 

modification. Now a days communication is part of advancement of technology, so we decided to work on ROBOTICS field, and design something 

which will make human life simpler in day today aspect. Thus we are supporting this cause. An obstacle avoiding robot with voice control is an intelligent 

device, which can automatically sense and overcome obstacles on its path. Obstacle Avoidance is a robotic discipline with the objective of moving 

vehicles on the basis of the sensorial information.. It has a ultrasonic sensor which are used to sense the obstacles coming in between the path of ROBOT. 

It will move in a particular direction and avoid the obstacle which is coming in its path. We have used four D.C motors to give motion to the ROBOT. 

[3] 

Circuit Diagram   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working of Project  

Before going to working of the project, it is important to understand how the ultrasonic sensor works. The basic principle behind the working of ultrasonic 

sensor is as follows: Using an external trigger signal, the Trig pin on ultrasonic sensor is made logic high for at least 10µs. A sonic burst from the 

transmitter module is sent. This consists of 8 pulses of 40KHz.The signals return back after hitting a surface and the receiver detects this signal. The Echo 

pin is high from the time of sending the signal and receiving it. This time can be converted to distance using appropriate calculations. The aim of this 

project is to implement an obstacle avoiding robot using ultrasonic sensor and Arduino. All the connections are made as per the circuit diagram. The 
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working of the project is explained below. When the robot is powered on, both the motors of the robot will run normally and the robot moves forward. 

During this time, the ultrasonic sensor continuously calculate the distance between the robot and the reflective surface. This information is processed by 

the Arduino. If the distance between the robot and the obstacle is less than 15cm, the Robot stops and scans in left and right directions for new distance 

using Servo Motor and Ultrasonic Sensor. If the distance towards the left side is more than that of the right side, the robot will prepare for a left turn. But 

first, it backs up a little bit and then activates the Left Wheel Motor in reversed in direction. Similarly, if the right distance is more than that of the left 

distance, the Robot prepares right rotation.  This process continues forever and the robot keeps on moving without hitting any obstacle. Assemble the 

circuit as shown in the schematic given below. You can use the battery pack for powering driver circuit which I have mentioned in the components section 

or you could try out some other battery pack, but keep it mind it should deliver between 7-12V and atleast 3500mAh. Also, use different battery/battery-

packs for powering Arduino and the Motor-Driver module, but ensure they share a common ground.Compile the code given below in the Arduino-IDE 

and hit upload.  Turn on the toggle switch and watch the robot avoiding obstacles [1] 

Applications  

Obstacle avoiding robots can be used in almost all mobile robot navigation systems.They can be used for household work like automatic vacuum 

cleaning.They can also be used in dangerous environments, where human penetration could be fatal.[6] 

Conclusion  

The goal of our project is to create a autonomous robot which intelligently detects the obstacle in his path and navigate according to the actions we set 

for it. It is to create a autonomous robot which intelligently detects the obstacle in his path and navigate according to the actions that I set for it.This 

project developed an obstacle avoiding robot to detect and avoid obstacles in its path. 

The robot is built on the Arduino platform for data processing and its software counterpart helped to communicate with the robot to send parameters for 

guiding movement. For obstacle detection, the ultrasonic distance sensors were used that provided a wider field of detection. The robot is fully autonomous 

and after the initial loading of the code. When placed in unknown environment with obstacles, it moved while avoiding all obstacles with considerable 

accuracy.[2] 

Future Scope  

It can easily recognize the voice commands and runs smoothly. Further enhancement in project can be used for Home security and military purposes 

where the commands can be given to robot without risk by increasing the range and by installing cameras. This robot is able to produce the basic walking 

movements using two gear motors. They developed the robot with a very good intelligence which is easily capable to sense the obstacle and by processing 

the signal coming from the sensor it is perfectly avoiding the obstacle coming in the path[2] 
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